ABSTRACT

This research aims to knowing how set foreigners by immigration law, to know permitting foreigners which are already in the region of Indonesia. And also to citizens Indonesia know about strangers.

Immigration is one of the institutions the first and the last the filter arrival and departure foreigners to and from Indonesian republic territory. Since established by the justice minister in the Indonesian republic 28 January 1950, then since it job and function as the apparatus community service security and enforcement immigration law, as well as national economic fablesor, according to law number 6 year 2011 paragraph 1 about immigration are matters of traffic people entering or exiting Indonesian territory and surveillance in order to keep upright state sovereignty.

Related problem concerning foreigners residing in the territory Indonesia that is, those who do not have a visa who want to enter Indonesian territory, foreigners who enter and exit the territory of Indonesia according to law number 6 year 2011 article 8 paragraph 2 any stranger who entered Indonesia territory required to have a visa legitimate and valid unless otherwise specified under the law in international agreements. Everyone who entered Indonesian territory mandatory through. And examination conducted by immigration checks. Examination as referred to above includes examination of travel documents travel and legal personal identity. In the event of doubts over the validity travel documents immigration offices. Authorized to conduct a search on luggage and can be resumed with the investigation. Foreigners to enter Indonesian territory after getting admission under section ten.

Article 24 paragraph 1 law number 6 year 2011 mention “any person entering or leaving Indonesian territory are required to have a valid travel document and valid” in other words can be interpreted that any foreigners who are in the territory Indonesia with any status. Both in his capacity a diplomat, service, and regular. Both adults and children, required to have an immigration permit.
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